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Abstract—The susceptibility of millimeter-wave (mmWave)
signals to physical blockage and abrupt signal strength variations
presents a challenge to reliable 5G communication. This work
proposes and examines the feasibility of utilizing lower-frequency
signals as early-warning indicators of mobile mmWave signal
blockage or recovery. A physics-based channel simulation tool
incorporating Fresnel diffraction and image sources is employed
to demonstrate that sub-6 GHz signals often "lead" mmWave
signals in reaching a specific signal strength threshold, suggesting
early-warning systems are viable. Realistic simulations that
include transitions from non-line of sight (NLoS) to line of
sight (LoS) and reflection scenarios are employed to verify the
proposed prediction capabilities. Moreover, detecting the angle of
arrival (AoA) of the strongest multipath component using sub-6
GHz observations is investigated.
Index Terms—mmWave, blockage prediction, Fresnel diffrac-
tion, physical channel model, shadowing, hybrid communications
I. INTRODUCTION
THE next generation of cellular communication1, 5G, isexpected to utilize frequencies in the range of 30 -
300 GHz (mmWave) to overcome the bandwidth limitations
inherent to current 4G systems (sub-6 GHz) [1]. However,
mmWave communication signals do not diffract as well and
so are more susceptible to blocking by physical objects than
sub-6 GHz signals [2]. Such effects are especially detrimental
in mobile communications or with moving obstacles [3]–[5].
In this paper, we explore the utilization of sub-6 GHz-
band channel state information (CSI) to forecast blockage and
other signal strength and direction variations of the mmWave
signals at a future mobile position. The proposed method is
suitable for hybrid communication systems, where the sub-6
GHz and mmWave bands are employed simultaneously [6]–
[8]. The early warning capability investigated in this paper
stems from the fact that diffracted or reflected sub-6 GHz per-
path spatial responses spread over a wider region (or longer
time for mobile receivers) [9] than the mmWave responses
[SM §IV]. We propose to exploit the wider spread, and,
thus, earlier arrival, of the sub-6 GHz responses to predict
major changes in the mmWave signal strength. The proposed
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predictive approach would provide mobile communication
systems with sufficient time to adapt the data rate or employ an
anti-blockage method before a blockage or another significant
signal change occurs. We present simulation results to demon-
strate the proposed early warning capability in realistic mobile
communication environments. We also demonstrate that the
AoA of the strongest multipath component can be identified
using the sub-6 GHz observations, thus potentially reducing
the complexity of mmWave beam search and complementing
the statistical-model-based results in [7], [8].
The insights and results in this paper are based on our
physical model [10], [11], which uses the method of images
and diffraction [9]. The model is optimized for a realistic local
environment calculation (with diffracted transmitter) and thus
differs significantly from ray tracing [12], which is useful for,
e.g., base-station siting where the local environment is not
critical. Our model is well-suited for mmWave signals that
are dominated by line of sight (LoS) and a few significant
reflections [2] since it captures local features. For example,
one key element in mmWave propagation is the importance
of small reflectors, such as sign posts, since their sizes are
comparable or larger than the mmWave wavelength and thus
might produce strong reflections. If ray tracing is employed,
a very dense set of rays must be used and placed carefully to
ensure that at least some rays intercept the small reflectors
[12]. Point-cloud measurements or models of objects [13]
suffer from the same problem. Since our model is based on
calculation from every reflector, a reflection is never missed
and always handled accurately. Finally, related research on
predicting blockage includes using beams with overlapping
zones, thus creating correlations that aid in beam selection
in response to a blockage [3]. However, this method does
not provide early warning of an upcoming blockage. Another
predictive method involves machine learning [4], but relies
on a static environment. Finally, a handover method [5] uses
blockage of neighboring paths to predict loss of the primary
one, but requires slowly moving obstacles, a scattering-rich
environment, and tracking of several mmWave antenna beam
formations. In contrast to [4], [5], the method described here
is suitable for any mobile environment.
II. PHYSICAL MODELING
We employ an image and Fresnel diffraction-based channel
model calculation tool [10] to simulate propagation in various
channel environments. Consider the equivalent lowpass com-
plex channel coefficient hk(t) at frequency fk , given by:
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hk,m(t) with hk,m(t) = Ak,m(t)e jθk,m(t)/r (1)
where hk,0(t), is the ’direct,’ or non-reflected, component,
hk,m(t) for m > 0 correspond to reflections in the modeled
environment from the M reflectors, and Ak,m/r and θk,m
are the time-dependent envelope at distance r and phase,
respectively, of the k th component. It is assumed that the
delays between the components in (1) are negligible relative
to the symbol interval. The m = 0 component can be either
LoS or NLoS, as dictated by the diffraction; this component
is independent of frequency in the LoS domain [SM §IV].
Note that the model calculates the spatial coefficient point-by-
point along a specific path, but can be easily converted into
the time domain as in (1). The spatial coefficient depends on
the reflector position, the transmitter location, the calculation
point, and the local geometry via a double-diffraction equation
as detailed in [SM §III]. The geometry at time t can include a
chosen configuration of curved or flat reflectors of different
sizes, thus modeling a realistic mobile environment. Our
preliminary studies, however, showed that curved reflectors
are unimportant compared to LoS or even diffraction from
a small, flat reflector except when the mobile is adjacent to
the curved reflector, so we do not include curved reflectors
in our scenarios. Reflectors are replaced with identically-
sized and located apertures while effective sources are created
and positioned using the image method [SM Fig. S2]. The
transmitter is also given an aperture with independent location,
shown by walls in Fig. 1(a, b), used to simulate a LoS/NLoS
boundary. Figure 1(a, b) shows the transmitter, reflectors,
and mobile path of two scenarios used in this work. Fresnel
diffraction accurately models the reflection as shown in Fig.
1(c, d). Mobility of the transmitter and reflectors is modeled
by changing their positions and angles. The model could be
used in 3-d, but in this work, a 2-d simulation is used since
3-d is much more complex but would not result in qualitative
differences.
We employ the Fresnel integral [9] to calculate each hk,m(t)
in (1). The spread of reflected components, defined as the
spatial (or temporal) region along the mobile’s path where
|hk,m(t)| exceeds a given threshold, is larger at lower frequen-
cies fk , as is denoted by arrows (defining the path and spread)
in Fig. 1 (c,d), and can be characterized over the entire spatial
region by a diffraction angle that decreases as fk grows. Figure
1 (c,d) are spatial plots of hk,m>0 as detailed in [SM §IV]. The
non-reflected hk,0 component will also diffract into the NLoS
region. Diffraction engenders the spread, as illuminated by the
argument w of the Fresnel integral used to calculate hk(t),
w =
√
2 fk
cρ
(u − u0), (2)
where u is a coordinate in the aperture plane, referenced from
the effective source to calculation point’s intercept u0, c is
the speed of light, λk is the wavelength, and ρ is a distance
parameter defined in [SM §III (S.4)]. The dependence of this
argument on the square root of the frequency, coupled with its
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Fig. 1. Simulated scenarios of car movement from NLoS to LoS and
reflection into NLoS region. Transmitter, its aperture (brick walls), reflectors,
and channel calculation path (along which the car is moving) are shown.
(a) Reflectors are placed randomly in the rectangle shown (x = 5 to 20 m
and y = -5 to 7 m) with randomized size (0 to 2 m) and orientation (90◦ to
270◦ counter-clockwise (CCW) from positive x-axis). (b) A reflector diverts a
signal into the NLoS region. (c) An example of the spatial pattern in a 10x10
m region of the diffracted reflection of a 0.5 m wide reflector rotated 160◦
CCW from the x-axis and positioned 0.1 m to the right and 2.5 m above the
bottom of the region shown in a scenario similar to that shown in (b). The
2.4 GHz transmitter is 1000 m to the left. The color scale is 0-1 (numerical
max is ∼1.3 in the region) referenced to the input. The mobile trajectory is
along the line connecting the white arrows. The arrows indicate the ’spread’
at a distance from the reflector. (d) The same scenario as (c), but at 30 GHz.
linear dependence on the position in the reflector plane relative
to the intersection of that plane with the line from the effective
source to the calculation point (u − u0), is key to qualitative
interpretation of the diffraction angle. In particular, the hk,m(t)
has constant amplitude at constant Fresnel integral argument
and engenders the diffraction angle, Fig. 1(c,d).
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we employ our physics-based simulation tool
to demonstrate the capability of lower-frequency observations
to predict the mmWave signal-strength changes. The signal-
strength values |hk(t)| in (1) were calculated for f1 = 2.4
GHz and f2 = 30 GHz for several realistic scenarios. For
each scenario, we computed the spatial separation between
the locations where the sub-6 GHz and the mmWave signals
reached a specified signal-strength threshold.
A. LoS to NLoS Transition: Blockage
Figure 1(a) illustrates the first simulated scenario, where
the receiver is moving from the LoS to the NLoS region
(right to left) along the horizontal dashed line. The LoS of
the transmitter at the left of the diagram is blocked by a
brick building (via the transmitter aperture) outside the two
lines originating at the transmitter. For the first scenario,
we assume that the reflectors shown in the "random reflec-
tor region" are absent. Thus, (1) reduces to a single non-
reflected component hk,0(t). Figure 2(a) depicts the received
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Fig. 2. Signal strength |hk (r) | values at f1 = 2.4 GHz and f2 = 30 GHz along a 20 m path (x = 0 to 20 m at y = 10 m). (a) Scenario of Fig. 1(a) for the
direct path: delay = 0.72 m for LoS/NLoS transition and 0.86 m for NLoS/LoS; (b,c) Scenario of Fig. 1(b) for a (b) smooth reflector, delay = 0.64 m; or (c)
rough reflector, delay = 1.6 m.
signal strength for both frequencies along the calculation path
for this case. When the mobile leaves the LoS region, the
received signal is determined by the diffraction propagation
mechanism, and lower frequencies are impacted earlier than
the mmWave frequencies. Moreover, the transition to NLoS
is much more abrupt for the mmWave frequencies, thus
illustrating the sudden blockage. Our metric for determining
the predictive nature of the lower frequencies is the distance
(or time) between threshold crossings. The threshold is chosen
to be 70% of the average LoS value. We observe the spatial
separation between the locations when the 2.4 GHz and 30
GHz signals degrade to the thresholds, respectfully, is about
0.72 m. This ’threshold delay’ is sufficiently long to provide an
early warning of the upcoming transition to NLoS and possible
blockage of the mmWave signal using the observations at the
lower band, even in vehicular communications. For example,
this spatial separation is equivalent to 30 ms for a mobile
moving at 25 m/s. Note that the actual prediction method
is beyond the scope of this paper, and the 70% threshold
metric is chosen only for illustration. Moreover, when the
mobile moves from left to right in Fig. 1 (a), i.e., a NLoS
to LoS transition (signal recovering), a 30% of LoS signal
strength is used as a threshold, and the threshold delay is
0.86 m, with again the lower frequencies passing threshold
first. A 50% threshold should not be used as this point
for edge diffraction is independent of frequency [SM §II].
When reflectors shown in the "random reflector region" are
present, they impact the threshold delay. Although the effect
is too small to significantly impact prediction capabilities, the
parameter that produces the strongest threshold delay variation
is the distance between the closest edge of the transmitter
aperture and the location on the mobile’s path where the
NLoS/LoS transition takes place. The relationship between
the spatial separation at threshold and the geometry, reflector
parameters, and frequency-dependent signal oscillations near
the LoS/NLoS transition are discussed in [SM §VI]. These
results also indicate that the prediction capability is mostly
retained when an isotropic or small-array antenna is used at
sub-6 GHz frequencies while a narrow-directional antenna is
employed for the mmWave, even if the mmWave antenna
receives signal from a cluster in (1) or if the reflector moves.
B. Reflection into Shadow Region
The second scenario models a signal being reflected into
the region shadowed from LoS as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
mobile moves from the left along the dashed line within the
NLoS region and receives a signal from the reflector (size =
1.5 m) at x = 6 m. The sum in (1) reduces to two components
(m = 0, 1), and the reflected component hk,1(t) is sufficiently
strong and persistent to produce a viable communication signal
even when the direct component hk,0(t) is weak (NLoS).
The threshold delay in this case is defined as the spatial (or
time) difference between the locations where the 2.4 GHz
and 30 GHz signals have crossed a threshold corresponding
to 30% of their LoS strength. The threshold and calculated
channel strengths are shown in Fig. 2(b). The 2.4 GHz signal
"leads" the 30 GHz signal by approximately 0.64 m, implying
successful prediction is possible in this case as well. Figure
3 shows the case of four reflectors that direct signals into the
NLoS region of the mobile path. The sizes, locations, and
angles (CCW from positive x-axis) of the reflectors producing
the reflections from left to right are 1.5 m, 0.5 m, 2.0 m, 1.5
m; (4.5, -1), (2.5, 1), (6, 2), (18, -3); and 135◦, 120◦, 120◦,
and 135◦, respectively. The threshold delays depend upon the
reflectors’ sizes and distances, but the lower-frequency-signal
changes always precede the higher-frequency-signal changes.
The predictive ability in reflection again stems from diffraction
as discussed in section II. The Fresnel integral argument in (2)
scales as the reflector size ∼(u − u0) multiplied by the square
root of the frequency divided by the distance parameter. Thus,
adjacency to the reflector (small distance parameter, near-field
regime as described in [SM §VII]) can be mimicked by a
high frequency (short wavelength). This is observed for the
mmWave signal in Fig. 2(b) and in the first, third and fourth
reflections in Fig. 3, which resemble back-to-back LoS/NLoS
edges as the mmWave signal in Fig. 2(a). The sub-6 GHz
signal in those plots displays the far-field regime [SM §VII]
as do both signals in the second reflection in Fig. 3, due to a
small-sized (u−u0) reflector. The sub-6 GHz signal in 2(b) has
larger sidelobes, typical in the transition region. It is evident
that the sub-6 GHz signals anticipate changes in the mmWave
signals for most scenarios [SM §VIII].
To provide robustness to this result and to simulate realistic
building materials and structures, we converted the single
(smooth) reflector to a rough one by splitting the reflector into
4many smaller reflectors (size 0.1 m) randomly displaced from
each other, perpendicular to the surface, within a range of +/-
0.05 m [SM §V]. This increased the number of components in
(1) from two to sixteen. As shown in the specific scenario of
2(c), roughness increases the predictive potential of the lower
frequencies significantly, by effectively "stretching" the lower
frequency signal strength in space, causing the distinct side-
lobes seen in Figure 2(c) to occur well before any substantial
increase in the strength of the mmWave signal. Essentially, the
large sidelobes imply that we are in the transition regime of the
rough reflector at lower frequencies while the high-frequency
signal remains closer to the near-field, low-sidelobe regime.
C. Angle of Arrival of the Strongest Component
Next, we investigate if the angle of arrival (AoA), measured
as the angle between the reflector-mobile direction and the
positive x-axis (see Fig. 1(b)), of the strongest signal m
in (1), can likewise be identified from the lower frequency
measurements. We find several qualitative features in the AoA
for our simulations that produce Fig. 3: (1) as expected,
the reflections into the NLoS of the direct component cause
large jumps in the AoA of the strongest component; (2) the
AoAs change slowly when one hk,m dominates due to angle
change with mobile motion; and (3) most surprisingly, when
the strongest hk,m changes from one m value to another for
one frequency (k), the same transition occurs for the other
frequency at approximately the same time. Feature (3) stems
from the fact that dominant hk,m change near signal minima
while the prediction capabilities arise at larger signal levels,
and reinforces the notion that the lower frequency reliably
identifies the dominant signal path for both frequencies, al-
though it is not predictive in the sense discussed earlier.
A small array of omnidirectional antennas at the lower
frequencies can identify the dominant multipath mmWave
components and their AoA (albeit coarsely if it is a small
array). This will reduce the high-frequency beam search area
by a factor that depends upon the number of antennas at
low frequencies. Even an array of two antennas at the lower
frequencies would dramatically reduce the complexity of the
mmWave AoA search. This technique complements other
methods to localize reflectors and track the AoA changes.
IV. CONCLUSION
The relationship between the propagation patterns of sub-
6 GHz and mmWave signals in identical environments can
be utilized to improve the performance of 5G systems. Since
sub-6 GHz signals have wider diffraction patterns (signal
spreads) than mmWaves, sudden changes in mmWave signal
strength can be predicted using sub-6 GHz observations.
Common scenarios, including moving from a LoS region
to a NLoS region (blockage) and encountering a strongly
reflected signal were employed to demonstrate this predictive
capability. Future work will focus on implementing more
robust prediction schemes (instead of simple thresholding),
applying our predictive approach in conjunction with out-of-
band channel estimation, and designing adaptive transmission
and anti-blockage methods for hybrid 5G systems.
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Fig. 3. Signal strengths were calculated along a 20 m path in a model of
four reflectors directing signals into a NLoS region, similarly to Fig. 1(b).
(a, b) The AoA of the strongest component hk,m(t) in (1) at (a) 30 GHz
and (b) 2.4 GHz at each point is shown on the same space axis as the
hk,m(t) for the two frequencies in (c). The strongest components are color-
coded as defined by the legend, which also includes the non-reflected hk,0(t)
component. Rapid switching between two similar-magnitude signals results
in apparent non-unique largest components.
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1Supplementary Material for "Predicting Mobile
mmWave Signal Blockage and Channel Variations
Using sub-6 GHz Observations"
Ziad Ali, Alexandra Duel-Hallen, and Hans Hallen
I. INTRODUCTION
THIS material is organized as follows. In section S.II wedescribe the factors relevant in the choice of a threshold
level of signal strength change in the sub-6 GHz band for
predicting the mmWave signal change. We show here what
was mentioned in the paper: that the 50% LoS signal value
cannot be used. Section S.III contains the details of the double-
diffraction method used for the physical model, with the source
of a few of its insights. In section S.IV, we derive the ’angle
of diffraction’ from two perspectives. It gives a useful quali-
tative viewpoint on diffraction and its frequency dependence.
Section S.V contains additional details of reflection from a
rough reflector into the NLoS region. The reflector-parameter
dependences of the prediction range are detailed in section
S.VI. In section S.VII, additional details on the diffraction
from a ’small’ reflector are provided. In particular, we use
plots and model insights to show how changes in wavelength
and distance from the object can induce similar effects. Finally,
in section S.VIII, we discuss an interesting, but unlikely, case
of a LoS signal with a reflection from the opposite direction,
where prediction is not feasible.
II. THRESHOLD LEVELS
In section III of the paper, we employ the signal strength
threshold to predict upcoming signal changes. There is no
optimal choice for the threshold level except in particular
scenarios. This is evident in Figures 2-3 in the paper, and will
be more thoroughly justified in section S.VII below. The issues
arise from oscillations induced by the diffraction process:
(1) the presence of oscillations occurs in some cases as the
reflector approaches (signal still small) the region containing
a signal (NLoS to LoS transition or simply entering the region
of a reflection); and (2) the oscillations present in most cases
occur as the mobile leaves such an area and loses that channel
component. The threshold should not be too close to the
maximum signal strength due to uncertainties in its estimation
and due to noise. Noise also limits the minimum signal
strength that can be used for a threshold. As we show below,
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the midpoint (50% LoS) is also inappropriate. In the paper, we
employ a threshold signal level that is a 30% deviation from
the nominal value (e.g., below the average LoS signal level or
above the average NLoS signal strength).
Next, we discuss how to determine the average LoS value.
The challenges include: (1) obtaining a sufficiently long obser-
vation of the LoS signal; (2) identifying suitable observations
for setting the threshold value, given that the LoS signal
changes with distance from the transmitter as 1/r2 and the
possibility of partial transmitter blockage as discussed in
section S.IV below. Note that very far from the transmitter,
small changes in distance do not impart a very large change
in the 1/r2 free-space signal drop-off. In this case, |hk(t)|2
at the NLoS to LoS transition will oscillate about an average
LoS value, resembling the oscillations of the strong specular
reflection of the mmWave part of Fig. 2(b) from 3-6.5 m. Here,
the average LoS value is computed by averaging the signal
during such edge oscillations. When the transmitter is closer,
the 1/r2 drop-off is relatively important, as in Fig. 2(a) where
the transmitter is only ∼20 m from the mobile at the transition,
and the mobile path length is also 20 m. This proximity
of the transmitter would not be expected for sub-6 GHz
systems, but is not unexpected for the microcells anticipated
for mmWave systems. We chose a nearby transmitter location
in this simulation to point out how microcells differ from sub-6
GHz cells.
Finally, we explain why the 50% amplitude point of edge
diffraction is frequency-independent. The position at which
the signal reaches 50% of the LoS signal strength for single-
edge diffraction occurs when the Fresnel integral argument
w in (2) is zero. Since frequency enters this argument as a
multiplicative (square root) factor, it drops out when the argu-
ment is zero. Thus, 50% LoS signal strength is independent
of frequency, so should not be used as a threshold. This is
observed in Fig. 2(a) and later figures as a crossing of h1 and
h2 when they reach the 50% LoS value. Some of the small-
reflector data in Figs. 2-3 does not share this property. Both
sides of the reflector are contributing to the diffracted signal,
so that the single-edge diffraction is no longer applicable. We
seek a prediction threshold that will apply in all cases, so must
avoid the 50% LoS value.
III. DIFFRACTION CALCULATION OF EACH CHANNEL
AMPLITUDE
Two diffractions are required for each reflector in the
calculation of hk,m(t) = hk,m(x/speed) in (1). The first is
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transition from near-field to far-field and change in side lobe properties.
through an aperture of the transmitter to the center of each
reflector, and the second is from the effective source (explained
below) behind the reflector to the calculation point. The first
diffraction is required to model the LoS to NLoS transition
as discussed and seen in section III.A and Figs. 1(a) and
2(a) of the paper, so that the physically common region in
which the LOS has been blocked but other signals have
been reflected or diffracted (in the calculation region) can be
investigated, as in section III.B and Figs. 1(b) and 2(b). In the
case of a large reflector spanning the LoS/NLoS boundary,
or close to it, the calculation of the transmitter diffracting to
the center of the aperture will fail. Our model relies on the
user breaking that reflector into several smaller parts (with
diffraction calculated to the center of each), which will then
provide an adequate modeling of the scenario. A reflection
to the point of calculation involves the second diffraction. To
simplify this, we place an effective source behind the reflector
and let the signal diffract through the aperture. The field
pattern is the same as reflecting the transmitter, including a
strong specular component if the reflector is large enough, and
diffraction is modeled with Fresnel methods in all cases. The
effective source of a flat object, as guided by the method of
images, is on the line through the transmitter and perpendicular
to the plane containing the reflector, the same distance behind
that plane as the transmitter is in front of it. Curved objects
are accounted for by positioning the effective source closer to
the reflector position, along the line containing the transmitter
and reflector positions. For the paraxial case, this should be
a distance R/2 behind the surface, with R the radius of the
reflector. In practice, the paraxial approximation is not usually
valid, and the effective source should be much closer to the
surface. A good compromise is to use R/4, which we do.
By using diffraction in all cases, we do not need to
separately treat the LoS and NLoS cases, as they accurately
transform into each other with the same equation. Likewise,
any size reflector is accurately modeled and none are missed.
We show an example in Fig. S.1, where a reflector about three
wavelengths in size reflects a signal incident from the left. A
strong specular central lobe is visible, starting in the near field
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Fig. S.2. Schematic figure of a reflector with quantities of the calculation
defined.
for about a wavelength as back-back edge diffractions, then
as a peak with strong sidelobes in the transition region, and
finally as a broad peak with weaker sidelobes in the far-field
region, after traveling several wavelengths from the reflector
(for this reflector size). Details of these regions will be given
in section S.VI. Also evident in the spreading of the specular
lobe is the diffraction angle.
We define the parameters of interest in Fig. S.2. The distance
in the aperture plane is denoted by u, v here, with v normal
to the page, and measured relative to the intersection of the
straight-line from the effective source, re f f , to the calculation
point, rptat , with that plane. Back-back Fresnel diffraction [1]
from a point source then gives the electric field amplitude
Ek,m =
(−0.25)Ain,m<me j(2pirm/λk+φm) |rre f l,m − re f f ,m |
|rre f l,m − re f f ,m | + |rptat − rre f l,m |
∗ Fr(wu1,wu2)Fr(wv1,wv2)Fr(wu1tr,wu2tr )Fr(wv1tr,wv2tr )|rtxaper − rtx | + |rre f l,m − rtxaper |
(S.1)
with Fresnel Integrals and definitions
C(wu) =
∫ w
0
cos(piq2/2)dq and S(wu) =
∫ w
0
sin(piq2/2)dq,
Fr(wu1,wu2) = C(wu2) − C(wu1) − jS(wu2) + jS(wu1),
(S.2)
wu =
√
2 fk
cρ
(u − u0) =
√
2
λk ρ
(u − u0) (S.3)
for u as shown and v substituting u, c the speed of light, λk
the wavelength and ρm a distance parameter for the second
diffraction,
1
ρ
=
1
|rre f l − re f f | +
1
|rptat − rre f l | . (S.4)
This completes the basic equations for Fresnel diffraction.
In two dimensions, the aperture is only along one direction,
which we call u, so the v-direction should have no diffraction.
We enforce this by taking v1 = −∞, v2 = ∞, which causes
C(wv2) = S(wv2) = −C(wv1) = −S(wv1) = 0.5 and the Fresnel
terms in v and vtr to both be Fr(wv1,wv2) = (1− j) for all m.
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Fig. S.3. Schematic drawing to define the diffraction angle parameters.
Thus, together they give (1 − j)2 = −2 j. We equate the hk,m
with Ek,m in (S.1).
To calculate the received and transmitted powers at the
antennas, we must use the Poynting vector S = c0E2/2.
The received power is written in terms of the Poynting vector
and the antenna effective area ae f f = a0Grx for a0 the area
of a perfectly isotropic antenna and Grx = g2rx the antenna
gain in the direction towards the reflector, as Prx = Sae f f =
Sa0Grx = Sλ2kGrx/(4pi) = c0λ2k
∑
m grx,mEk,m
2 /(8pi). Note
the m subscript on g to denote reflector-dependence, since
the direction of arrival at the antenna (hence gain) depends
upon the particular reflector. Similarly, we can write the
expression for the transmitter Poynting vector in two ways:
Str = Gtr,mPin/(4pir2m) = c0A2tr,m/(2r2m), so the Atr,m that is
used in (S.1) can be solved for as Atr,m =
√
GtrmPin/(2pic0).
Comparing the received power with the Atr,m and (S.1),
we find that the output power will depend upon the input
power and the product of the antenna gains, scaled by the
diffraction and perhaps interference with other h components
with different m.
IV. INTERPRETATION OF LOS AND ANGLE OF
DIFFRACTION OF AN EDGE
We refer to LoS often in the paper, but treat the non-reflected
component continuously via diffraction in all regimes. It is
therefore useful to give a firm definition of where the signal is
LoS. We define the LoS region as that in which the hk,0(t), the
’direct’ or non-reflected component, in (1) is independent of
frequency. This will be true if the volume contained in the first
Fresnel zone [2] for both antennas is empty, i.e., the receiver
is not blocked from the antenna. The outer edge of the first
Fresnel zone is the surface for which the path length difference
∆r between the straight line Tx to Rx distance and the sum of
the distances from Tx to the diffraction edge plus the edge to
Rx is given by λk/2. The position of the edge is moved parallel
to the Tx to Rx line to map these points. The reference shows
that ∆r = (λk/4)w2u and that the offsets u − u0 from straight
line Tx to Rx to insure constant wu (constant Fresnel integral
value) at this edge form an ellipse with foci at the transmitter
and receiver. The volume within this ellipse should be empty
to insure LoS propagation.
We also use the term angle of diffraction significantly in our
heuristic descriptions of diffraction, such as in the paper at the
end of section II and III.B. Consideration of the main lobe of
the reflection in Fig. S.1 strongly suggests that the ’size’ of
the reflection increases linearly with distance and thus can be
characterized by a diffraction angle. This angle is frequency-
dependent, increasing for lower frequencies. We now take an
analytical approach, with approximation, to derive this result.
We begin by noting that the diffraction signal will be constant
(up to a factor of 1/r2) when the argument w of the Fresnel
integral is constant. We thus expect to be approximately on an
ellipse as noted previously. There will be a diffraction angle
when the measurement point rptat is shadowed by the edge,
as in the schematic Fig. S.3, which defines the quantities we
will use. We take the diffraction angle θ as that between the
rre f l − re f f vector (of length r1), from effective source to the
reflector, and the rptat − rre f l vector (of length r2), from the
reflector to the calculation point. Together they form a triangle
with the vector rptat − re f f of length r . We apply the law of
cosines to this triangle with the angle 180◦ − θ to arrive at
r2 − r21 − r22 = −2r1r2cos(180◦ − θ) = 2r1r2cos(θ), (S.5)
then expand the following expression:
[r + (r1 + r2)][r − (r1 + r2)] = r2 − r21 − r22 − 2r1r2
[2r][λw2/4] = 2r1r2(cos(θ) − 1) = 2r1r2(1 − θ2/2 − 1).
(S.6)
On the second line, we used the fact that r1 + r2 ∼ r in the
first bracket on the left side, and the results from above that
∆r ∼ λw2/4 for the second bracket, while the law of cosines,
(S.5), along with a small angle approximation, was used to
simplify the right side. We then can solve for the diffraction
angle in radians,
θdi f f ractionangle = w
√
λr
2r1r2
. (S.7)
We see that the diffraction angle does increase with wave-
length, as the square root. Recall that we are tracing a surface
in which the Fresnel term is constant, implying that w is a
constant here.
V. DETAILS OF THE ROUGH REFLECTION INTO A NLOS
REGION.
In the paper Fig. 2(c) and section III.B, we indicate that the
addition of roughness to a reflector diverting a signal into a
NLoS region increases the predictive capabilities of the sub-6
GHz signal for the mmWave signal. Qualitatively, this could be
understood as the replacement of a larger reflector with several
smaller ones, and the ensuing reflection properties (of small
reflectors) change in a way that provides a longer prediction
range (threshold delay) as described in section S.VII on small
reflectors below. Figure S.4 shows that this is indeed the case:
the threshold delay increases with increased in-plane rough-
ness, modeled by the number of sub-reflectors (so smaller
size each since the overall reflector size remains fixed at 1.5
m). The groups in the figure each correspond to a different
in-plane roughness, with more roughness on the left. The
threshold delay also increases with out-of-plane roughness,
modeled here as the increase in range for the random (uniform
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Fig. S.4. Effects of a variable rough reflector in a scenario similar to the
paper Figs. 1(b) and 2(c) on the positional (threshold) delay (in m) between a
2.4 GHz signal and a 30 GHz signal reaching 30% of their average maximum
signal strengths in the LOS region. Values in each group correspond to
sub-reflector latitudinal spacing values. Different groups correspond to sub-
reflector lengths.
distribution) displacement of the sub-reflectors perpendicular
to the plane of the reflector. Out-of-plane roughness in Fig.
S.4 varies within each group, with increased roughness to the
right side of each group. In particular, the "rough" reflector
(consisting of many small reflectors with random latitudinal
spacing) reflects the signals into the NLOS region, creating a
peak in signal strength for a receiver channel path located in
that region. The delays in each group correspond to cases with
maximum (of the uniformly distributed) latitudinal displace-
ment values of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cm, and the different groups
correspond to sub-reflector lengths of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50
cm, while the overall reflector size remains fixed at 1.5 m.
Decreasing the size of the reflector sub-pieces increased the
delay between the signals reaching their respective thresholds
while also increasing the variance of that delay, as shown
in Fig. S.4, which compares delays between different in/out-
of-plane roughness combinations. Thus, even when reflective
surfaces are not completely flat, the predictive behavior of
the sub-6 GHz signals with respect to mmWave signals is
maintained. Every reflector-spacing combination was averaged
over a bandwidth of 1% of the signal’s center frequency (m=5
frequencies) and n=100 averages were calculated for each data
point (k=500 datasets). Standard deviation was calculated and
is depicted for each data point.
VI. LOS/NLOS TRANSITION DEPENDENCIES ON
DISTANCE AND OTHER PARAMETERS
In section III.A of the paper, we state the distance between
the closest edge of the transmitter aperture and the position on
the mobile’s path at which the NLoS/LoS transition takes place
is the parameter that has the strongest impact on the threshold
delay (the spacing between when the signal from each of
the two frequencies crosses the threshold). Qualitatively, since
the diffraction strength stays approximately constant along a
particular angle of diffraction, the threshold delay should have
Sub-6 GHz 30% Drop-Off
mmWave 30% Drop-Off
Non-Line-of-Sight
Line-of-Sight
Increasing Delays
x
y
Calculation Paths1
1 2 3
2
3
Fig. S.5. Depiction of how transmitter distance increases threshold delay
between sub-6 GHz and mmWave signals. The purple line represents the
approximate locations in space where a sub-6 GHz signal might decrease by
30% from its average LOS value (measured along a horizontal calculation
path) while the green line represents the same for a mmWave signal. The
distance between these lines at the points where they intersect various
calculation paths (1, 2, and 3) increases as the distance between the calculation
path and the transmitter increases.
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an approximately linear dependence on the spacing between
the mobile’s path and the transmitter aperture edge that is
causing the LoS/NLoS transition, as depicted in S.5. Figure
S.6 shows that indeed the threshold delay is nearly monotonic
with this spacing, interrupted only by the oscillations of the
diffraction curves (see Fig. 2(a)). The saw-tooth pattern results
from horizontal ’jumps’ (in distance) as the threshold crosses
the top of an oscillation from that oscillation top to the
diffraction curve at the same height to the right. For practical
spacing between mobile and the edge, the threshold delay is
sufficient for prediction purposes.
Several other parameters impact the threshold delay. We
add statistical variations to several parameters and view their
impact on the variance of the threshold delay in Fig. S.7.
The positions (within the box of the paper’s Fig. 1(a)), the
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Fig. S.7. Dependence of the threshold delay on several reflector parameters
found with a statistical approach.
twist angles (about an axis perpendicular to the page, with
zero along the x-axis and CCW positive), and the lengths of
the reflectors were studied with this statistical approach. In
particular, reflectors were randomly placed within a rectangu-
lar region in Fig. 1(a), to test their impact on the LoS/NLoS
transition mmWave threshold delay. The positions (x = 5
to 20 m and y = -5 to 7 m), twist angles (90◦ to 270◦
degrees), and lengths (0 m to 2 m) of these reflectors were
randomized with uniform distribution in the ranges. The results
are shown in Fig. S.7. The importance of the parameter is
gauged by the increase in the variance of the threshold delay
as variation of that parameter is included. We find that the
largest contributor among the parameters varied here is the
angle of the reflector since the cases in which the angle is
varied (in different combinations with other parameters), seen
in the 2nd and 4th bar in each group, show a much higher
variance of the threshold delay than the other bars for all
groups, where the number of reflectors is changed between
groups. The angle controls whether the reflection is directed
towards the transition region or not, so it is reasonable that it
would affect the threshold delay. The threshold delay variance
induced by random variation of the angles is not sufficient to
remove the predictive ability of the lower frequency.
VII. DETAILS OF DIFFRACTION FROM A ’SMALL’
REFLECTOR
In the calculation of (1) or (S.1), an effective source
Fresnel-diffracts through a small aperture for any reflector. The
diffraction angle is larger for the lower frequencies, section
S.IV, giving the wider region of increased signal level at
lower frequencies. In the paper, we identified three regimes for
reflectors in section III.B: the near-field, the transition region,
and the far-field region. Therefore, what we mean by a small
reflector is dependent on both the frequency and distance away
from the reflector in addition to the actual reflector size. These
regions are characterized by: near-field - resembling back-to-
back NLoS/LoS transitions with a region in the middle having
oscillations about a constant value (a ’flat top’), transition -
having large sidelobes and no flat top, and far-field - with
broad peaks with smaller sidelobes, see the description and
figure references in section III.B and Fig. S.8. We investigate
some of these aspects here. The regime of the reflector impacts
the predictive capabilities of the sub-6 GHz signals for the
mmWave signals. As for the LoS/NLoS transition, distance of
the mobile’s path from the reflector has the largest influence
on the threshold delay, as it changes the reflection regime. The
sidelobes of the transition region can make prediction difficult,
but examples seem to indicate that the sidelobes on the sub-6
GHz signal are larger and trigger the change sufficiently in
advance.
Larger reflectors have a reflection/diffraction pattern that is
large, strong and has edges similar to the LoS/NLoS transition
over a much greater distance from the reflector than the
reflection/diffraction pattern of a physically smaller reflector.
The smaller the reflector, the closer to that reflector one has to
place the path to see a qualitatively similar channel amplitude
plot. The latter results from the angle-dependence of two
aspects of the reflector: the reflector size (with smaller size
producing a larger angle) and the angle of edge diffraction
(as a LoS/NLoS transition), such as discussed previously in
section S.IV. The competition results in the conversion of
the pattern from near-field through transition to the far-field
regime with distance from the reflector. Of course, the larger
distance from a reflector means the pattern is much weaker
and more spread out, although the sidelobe relative amplitudes
and shape of the peak would qualitatively resemble that of a
smaller reflector on a closer path.
To be more quantitative, consider the argument of the
Fresnel Integral, (S.3). The dependencies can be characterized
in terms of the reflector size (u2,m − u1,m), the wavelength
λk , and the the distance via ρ = r1,mr2,m/(r1,m + r2,m) as in
(S.4) and Fig. S.3, where the reflector (m) and wavelength (k)
dependence has been shown. The latter term has limits of the
smaller of the two distances when they are greatly different
in value, or half that distance when they are equal. Thus, to
within a factor of 2, we can consider it to be the smaller
distance. Since we have previously discussed (near the end
of the paper introduction) that usually curved reflectors are
not important, and since flat reflectors have effective source
to reflector distance r1 approximately equal to the (relatively
large) transmitter-reflector distance, the distance r2 from the
reflector to the calculation point will usually be smaller than
r1, so ρ ∼ r2,m, and we will look at how the variations in
r2,m, λk, and the reflector size (u2,m − u1,m) can combine to
create basically the same reflection/diffraction pattern on a
path (up to the 1/r2 dependence). We do so by creating a
series of simulations, shown in Fig. S.8, for which each of
these parameters is varied from reference values of 5 m, 0.125
m (2.4 GHz), and 0.46 m, respectively. For the simulation in
which r2,m is varied, the reference is scaled to λk of 0.05 m (6
GHz) and reflector size of 0.65 m (same normalized values)
to better illustrate the simulated relationship. Both r2,m and λk
enter as an inverse square root dependence, so they must be
made smaller to engender the change from far field to near
field, while u2,m − u1,m enters as a linear dependence, so it
must be increased by a lesser fraction to obtain the same result.
6Since the reference values were chosen to start in the far-field
regime, the parameters are changed in this way.
Naively, one might try to normalize the distance r2 in terms
of the wavelength or reflector size to predict the regime. We
have just shown that this will not work. The three parameters
enter together, so one would need to normalize the distance by
the square of the reflector size divided by the wavelength. We
have done that in Fig. S.8 (a) to create step sizes in 2*(reflector
length)2/(wavelength*distance) that are also taken in parts (b)
and (c) of the figure, making the plot similar for the three
cases.
Finally, it is useful to consider whether the insights gained
above, the relation of the regimes and their characteristic
spatial patterns in Fig. S.8 to the pattern size, can be utilized
for prediction. In particular, the relative magnitude of the
sidelobes (relative to signal height or to the other frequency’s
sidelobes) as a reflector enters the signal along a path can
be used to estimate the length of time that the reflection will
be useful for signaling. This estimate can be made before the
signal reaches its full value, thus increasing the value of the
prediction. It also ensures that the mobile accurately knows
when the signal from a small reflector will decrease, which
is important since the sidelobes interfere with the normal
predictive nature of the lower frequencies. An implementation
of an early warning system such as this can also take advantage
of various signal changes when a NLoS region approaches
while in a LoS region, e.g. the oscillations of the signal
strength prior to the LoS to NLoS transition, which occur
due to the Fresnel integral behavior and have a higher rate
of oscillation at higher frequencies. Our model would provide
a good testbed for these methods also.
VIII. LOS PLUS NEAR BACK-REFLECTION FROM A LARGE
FLAT OBJECT
We consider an unusual but not irrelevant case of a LOS
signal with reflection from a large flat reflector received in
almost the opposite direction. Such a case could be expected
to be unimportant considering the directionality of mmWave
antennas, but antenna arrays do have degeneracies: a 1-d
antenna array cannot tell apart AoA on a cone, and a 2-d flat
antenna has a left-right degeneracy. Thus, a 1-d antenna with
the array length parallel to the reflector surface or a 2-d an-
tenna parallel to the reflector surface would both receive both
the signals considered. In this case, the mmWave variations
are not anticipated by the low-frequency signals, although the
addition of roughness to the reflector or a bandwidth to the
signal quench these variations of the mmWave signal and sub-
6 GHz predictive behavior is mostly re-established although
there is a possibility of a ’false-positive’ indication of signal
loss.
Simulated signal strength characteristics for 30 GHz
(mmWave) and 2.4 GHz (sub-6 GHz) waves were calculated
along a receiver calculation path of length 20 m. Two large
reflectors are placed perpendicularly to the aperture’s normal,
with the calculation line placed 1 m in front of them, Fig.
S.9 (a). The signal strength and reflection characteristics for
the 2.4 GHz and 30 GHz signals when both reflectors are
completely flat is shown in Fig. S.9 (b). The deep oscillations
at the mmWave frequency are due to the slow relative path
length variation as the mobile moves in front of the reflector,
combined with a reflectivity near unity. Each of the ∼6
oscillations corresponds to a relative path length change of
one wavelength. The sub-6 GHz signal only shows a partial
oscillation (a little less than 1/2 period) since its wavelength
is longer than the mmWave by a factor of 12.5, and the
relative path length generated over the distance in front of
the reflector is not sufficient for an oscillation. Fig. S.9 (c)
shows the signal strength and reflection characteristics when
the pure-tone frequency is replaced by a band (0.4% of
signal frequency). This could reflect the bandwidth of data
on the signal, for example. Fig. S.9 (d) shows the signal
strength and reflection characteristics when roughness (0.1
m sub-reflector widths, 0.01 m maximum uniform random
sub-reflector offset perpendicular to the reflector surface) is
introduced onto the reflectors after breaking them into small
sub-reflectors. This figure demonstrates that in this type of
scenario, while the 2.4 GHz signal does not serve as an
adequate early-warning indicator in the perfect-world problem,
introducing real-world factors (roughness, averaging) mitigates
most of the destructive reflective effects experienced by the
mmWave signal, and results in only a false-positive indicator
of mmWave signal loss since the longer wavelength signal at
2.4 GHz is less sensitive to the simulated roughness than the
mmWave signal.
A realistic scenario where the results of this section apply
is that of a mobile user walking in front of a large store-front
window when the base station is directly across the street.
The large, flat window provides a strong specular reflection
in the mmWave spectral region. The mmWave oscillations are
reduced as the reflection becomes less of a back-reflection, that
is, as the mobile moves further down the street. Our example
shows that there is only minimal reduction in these oscillations
after 5 meters of travel (where the region of specular reflection
from the modeled reflector ended). The effect described in this
section would be important for tens of meters if the window
or windows were that long.
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Fig. S.8. Parameter variations for a small reflector show the several routes for conversion of the near-field to the far field regime. (a) The wavelength is
varied with values 0.125 m, 0.05 m, 0.02 m, and 0.01 m, corresponding to normalized 2(u2 − u1)2/(λr2) values of 0.676 (far-field), 1.69, 4.225, and 8.45
(near-field) respectively. (b) The reflector size is varied with values 0.46 m, 0.727 m, 1.149 m, and 1.625 m, having the same normalized values as in part
(a). (c) The reflector to calculation distance is varied with values 25 m, 10 m, 4 m, and 2 m, having the same normalized values as in part (a).
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Fig. S.9. Multipath of a L S sig al and its back-reflection show unexpected characteristics. (a) The scenario schematic diagram. (b) Signals along the path
when the reflectors are completely flat and the frequencies pure. (c) The effects of introducing a band of frequencies rather than a pure tone. (d) The effects
of introducing surface roughness to the reflectors.
